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Abstract The first version of an anatomy editing/surgical

planning tool (SURGEM) targeting anatomical complexity

and patient-specific computational fluid dynamics (CFD)

analysis is presented. Novel three-dimensional (3D) shape

editing concepts and human–shape interaction technolo-

gies have been integrated to facilitate interactive surgical

morphology alterations, grid generation and CFD analysis.

In order to implement ‘‘manual hemodynamic optimiza-

tion’’ at the surgery planning phase for patients with

congenital heart defects, these tools are applied to design

and evaluate possible modifications of patient-specific

anatomies. In this context, anatomies involve complex

geometric topologies and tortuous 3D blood flow pathways

with multiple inlets and outlets. These tools make it pos-

sible to freely deform the lumen surface and to bend and

position baffles through real-time, direct manipulation of

the 3D models with both hands, thus eliminating the

tedious and time-consuming phase of entering the desired

geometry using traditional computer-aided design (CAD)

systems. The 3D models of the modified anatomies are

seamlessly exported and meshed for patient-specific CFD

analysis. Free-formed anatomical modifications are quan-

tified using an in-house skeletization based cross-sectional

geometry analysis tool. Hemodynamic performance of the

systematically modified anatomies is compared with the

original anatomy using CFD. CFD results showed the

relative importance of the various surgically created fea-

tures such as pouch size, vena cave to pulmonary artery

(PA) flare and PA stenosis. An interactive surgical-patch

size estimator is also introduced. The combined design/

analysis cycle time is used for comparing and optimizing

surgical plans and improvements are tabulated. The

reduced cost of patient-specific shape design and analysis

process, made it possible to envision large clinical studies

to assess the validity of predictive patient-specific CFD

simulations. In this paper, model anatomical design studies

are performed on a total of eight different complex patient

specific anatomies. Using SURGEM, more than 30 new

anatomical designs (or candidate configurations) are cre-

ated, and the corresponding user times presented. CFD

performances for eight of these candidate configurations

are also presented.
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1 Introduction

Complex reconstructive cardiovascular surgeries are per-

formed in patients having congenital heart a defect (about

2,000 babies in a year in the US) in which there is only one

effective pumping chamber. Depending on the lesion three

stages of surgeries are required to enable right-heart bypass

and transition to the single-ventricle circulation. Earlier

studies have demonstrated that the geometric configuration

of the surgical repair site is a primary factor in determining

the hemodynamic efficiency of the connection and in turn,

could influence postoperative outcomes [5, 7, 8, 10, 29, 44]

and cardiac output [46, 70, 71]. A recent study showed that

there is still room for hemodynamic improvement (up to

40%) over the current ‘‘best’’ Fontan surgical pathways

[60]. To improve patient’s health, cardiovascular pre-sur-

gical planning and blood flow optimization before the in

vivo execution at the operating room is the logical process

for the engineer (Fig. 1). The three pillars of this technol-

ogy are (1) image-based computational fluid dynamics

(CFD) analysis; (2) anatomical editing—geometrical

human–shape interaction; and (3) the exchange of 3D

geometrical information between the patient’s data, the

surgeon, CFD analysis and numerical optimization.

Image-guided surgery and surgical planning is routinely

being applied in neurosurgery, spine surgery, abdominal

surgery, and orthopedic surgery [1, 2, 15, 55, 74]. Recently,

with advancements in computational fluid dynamics

simulation technologies, surgical planning is being applied

to the cardiovascular system [16, 31, 32, 51, 52, 54, 64–67,

80]. For example, Taylor et al. have attempted surgical

planning for aorta-illiac occlusive disease by incorporating

fast CFD solvers with 3D modeling using MRI [62, 63].

Steinman et al. have attempted similar planning techniques

towards the detection and removal of atherosclerotic pla-

ques using unsteady pulsatile CFD simulations with

geometries and boundary conditions prescribed using

patient-specific MRI [64–67]. Similar methods were

applied to other cardiovascular systems such as the

abdominal aortic aneurism [16, 31, 32, 54, 80] endovas-

cular grafts [16, 20], pediatrics [19, 30], coronary arteries

[51, 52], and congenital heart diseases [39, 40]. However,

all of these studies primarily utilize surgical planning

methods towards analysis of a limited number of anatom-

ical geometries, and no one to date has used such methods

towards systematic geometric optimization by combining

MRI and CFD.

Recently our group has embarked upon attempting sur-

gical planning by virtually modifying and optimizing

geometries using CAD tools and simulating flow using

CFD [6, 45, 47]. CFD tools are employed to answer clinical

questions by altering the 3D cardiac magnetic resonance

(CMR) anatomy model without in vivo execution. Ana-

tomical modifications include virtual pulmonary artery

angioplasty or fenestration [47], and for a bilateral superior

vena cava (SVC) Fontan, the virtual inferior vena cava

(IVC) location modification aimed at better perfusion at the

PA segment bounded by the two SVCs [6]. Similarly,

Migliavacca et al. [41] compared four alternative IVC

geometries for a given Glenn stage anatomy (pre-surgery

stage) and reported associated performance differences in
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Fig. 1 a Surgical planning

flowchart for Fontan (TCPC)

surgeries. Hemodynamic TCPC

optimization step in (a) can be

performed on a number of

candidate anatomies or through

an automated process as shown

in (b) which starts with an initial

candidate anatomy and

approaches to a local optima.

(Glenn stage corresponds to the

second palliative surgical

operation which is also the pre-

surgery stage for the third stage

reconstruction)
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their pulsatile CFD simulations. While these operations

were conceptually and geometrically simple (uniform

dilatation and linear IVC translation), realizing these in the

computer medium with the state-of-the art commercial

CAD systems, introduced enormous difficulties due to the

complex, highly variable morphologies [26]. Unlike the

perfect and uniform geometrical shapes designed in many

traditional engineering CAD and computer-aided manu-

facturing applications, vascular anatomies are patient-

specific and cannot be easily constructed as combinations

of a small number of mathematically simple shape primi-

tives or created by a sequence of digital counterparts of

manufacturing operations [22]. Recent polyhedral model-

ing paradigms [9, 38] and related commercial tools that are

developed particularly for inverse engineering design [81]

and animation [82] can address the geometric complexity

and offer considerable help in patient-specific applications.

Still these current tools lack shape interaction, robust

morphing and the requirement for manual building of the

complete anatomy from polygonal primitives is not prac-

tical for all applications.

Therefore, the need for a general systematic framework

that robustly handles any anatomical shape/complexity to

address the demanding needs of cardiovascular surgery

planning and assessment has emerged naturally as a con-

clusion of these earlier studies. In addition, to being an

important building block of the clinical patient-specific

methodology (from CMR to CFD), we believe that such a

framework also lays the foundation for future fully auto-

mated optimization or inverse design studies of surgical

pathways which have been overlooked in literature pri-

marily due the anatomical complexity and very large

parametric search space.

In this manuscript the first version of a human–shape

interaction system, called SURGEM that is based on two-

hand, free-form manipulation is described. We report its

applications to the surgery planning and hemodynamic

analysis of complex congenital heart defects. The shape-

editing technologies is harnessed to remove the design

bottleneck and in the future could bring the computer-aided

pre-surgical patient-specific outcome assessment to its next

level of effectiveness, enabling its practical clinical use and

advance the current surgical decision making process for

the benefit of patients.

2 Cardiovascular anatomical design and human–shape

interaction

Shape interaction framework required for hemodynamic

surgical planning can be established on a typical haptic

hardware [25, 28] but for this application there is no need

for sense feed-back or stereo displays. Free-form CAD

surfaces are not necessarily associated with a closed-form

mathematical definition and created through artistic/

sculpturing [4, 36, 73] or reverse engineering measure-

ments [75] of random point clouds. This open framework

also allow for morphing [11, 18] and direct manipulation of

surfaces through a limited number of intuitive parameters.

Arbitrary surfaces and forms usually encountered in bio-

medical applications [33, 37, 59, 72] particularly suitable

for the application of free-form computer graphics tech-

nologies. To the authors knowledge the most relevant work

is performed by Quin et al. using a 3D motion capture

system for free-form designing of a large-sized surfaces

defined by a network of splines [53]. In addition recent,

scene based, cardiovascular applications are also reported

[34, 61]. Shape interaction tools that are employed in this

manuscript target the integration of 3D free-form vascular

vessel surface modifications with the fluid dynamic

performance.

The real-time shape editing capabilities of SURGEM are

based on a mathematical model of free-form deformations

(FFD) that are weighted averages of pose-interpolating

screw motions [23, 24], originally developed for editing

motions that interpolate user-specified position and orien-

tation constraints. This in-house mathematical tool is

integrated with a new human–shape interaction methodol-

ogy that uses two commercially available six degrees

of freedom (DoF) trackers to control the parameters of

the FFD by simple and natural gestures of both hands

[35, 36, 83].

The starting point of the underlying technology stems

from an attempt to produce a tool for virtual sculpturing.

The idea is to let the user grab a portion of the shape and

then pull, push, twist, and bend it (Fig. 2). Only the portion

of the shape in the vicinity of the grabbed point is affected.

The effect is lessened with distance through a specified

decay profile.

Mathematical model of the warp is intuitive and effec-

tive for shape editing. Each hand manipulates a tracker that

records 6 DoF (3 coordinates for position and 3 angles of

rotation). Hence, each tracker tracks a coordinate system

(or pose). When the user presses a button of the tracker, the

left and right starting poses (SL and SR) are recorded.

Current positions of the trackers define end poses (EL and

ER). End poses change during manipulation (until the

button is released). During shape editing, at each frame, a

space warp (W) is computed and applied that satisfies these

12 position and orientation constraints simultaneously for

the two grabbed points (W(SL) = EL, W(SR) = ER) and

produces a smooth warp in the vicinity of the grabbed

points. The decay function takes as parameter the distance

between a surface point P and the grabbed point OL (left

hand grab) or OR (right hand grab). To design such a warp,

a left motion that maps the grabbed pose SL to the current
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or end pose EL and a right motion that maps SR to ER is

computed. Then, a fraction of each motion is applied to all

points of the shape that fall within the region of influence.

The fraction between 0 and 1 is provided by the decay

function. The decay function of a single hand is radial (i.e.,

a function of the distance to the grabbed point). To ensure a

smooth transition cosine square function is chosen as the

decay profile.

When the button is released, the deformation is frozen

and the user may proceed to the next free-form surface

modification operation.

After experimenting with a variety of motions that

interpolate the starting and ending poses, it has been con-

cluded that the screw motion (rigid body motion, L)

provides the most intuitive deformations and leads to real-

time performance. Using a screw motion has many

advantages. A minimal screw motion between S and E

minimizes rotation angle and translation distance, and is

independent of the choice of the coordinate system and of

the trajectory used to define S and E. The screw motion

combines a rotation by angle b around an axis through

point A parallel to vector K with a translation by dK. The

parameters K, b, d, and A of such a screw motion may be

computed quickly.

Let the grab pose be defined as [O, I, J, K] by the

grabbed point O and the orthonormal coordinate system

[I, J, K]. The release pose is defined as [O0, I0, J0, K0]. For

simplicity, assume that the cross-product (I0 - I) 9 (J0 - J)

is not a null vector. (If it is, simultaneously permute the

names in [I, J, K] and [I, J, K]. If all permutations yield a

null vector, the screw is a pure translation.) Then perform

the following sequence of geometric constructions:

K :¼ I0 � Ið Þ � J0 � Jð Þ
K :¼ K= Kk k
b :¼ 2 sin�1 I0 � Ik k= 2 K � Ik kð Þð Þ
d :¼ K � OO0

A :¼ Oþ O0ð Þ=2þ K � OO0ð Þ= 2 tan b=2ð Þð Þ

ð1Þ

Applying a screw motion to the vertices of a model may

be done in real-time (20 frames/s) for large models with

thousands of vertices.

The effect of both hands is combined by adding the

displacements of each region of influence (RoI) as shown

in Fig. 3. Points in the RoI of both hands will be displaced

by fractions of each screw. To produce a smooth and nat-

ural displacement in the common region and to guarantee

that the six constraints imposed by each hand are satisfied,

the RoIs are squashed so that each excludes the center of

the other.

Extending the simple spherical RoI, other deformation

elements are possible which are helpful for modifying

Fig. 2 Snapshots from the

operation of interactive

anatomical surface modification

tool for surgical planning and

communication. With the use of

3D magnetic trackers the

inferior vena cava (IVC) of an

intra-atrial model is modified

(extension and bend) before

exporting the modified

geometry to the CFD analysis.

The Bender tool operation is

also illustrated without an

anatomical model in the scene

(two lower left corner pictures)
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tubular surfaces or larger areas. The ‘‘Bender’’ tool simu-

lates a flexible ribbon that is held by the user at both ends

and may be moved, stretched, twisted and bent (Fig. 3). It

can be positioned anywhere with respect to the model.

When a button is pressed, the shape of the grabbed ribbon

is captured. A deformation that maps it into the current

ribbon (during editing) or the final ribbon (upon release) is

computed.

The ribbon spine (central wire) is modeled using a

smooth (i.e. tangent continuous) piecewise circular curve,

as those used to model the spine of the baffle described in

Sect. 3.2. The central wire of Bender is a single bi-arc

curve, while the spine of the Baffle typically contains three

control points and four circular arcs. Given the two end

points P0 and P1 and the associated wire tangent directions

T0 and T1, a bi-arc is computed as two smoothly connected

circular arcs by computing a single scalar a satisfying the

constraint ||I0 – I1||2 = 4a2, where I0 = P0 + aT0 and I1 = P1

- aT1. The bi-arc is defined by the control polygon (P0, I0,

I1, P1). The two arcs meet at (I0 + I1)/2, where they are

both tangent to I1 – I0. Once the bi-arc is constructed, it

may be parameterized. The twist is evenly distributed

along the arc defining a parametric family of poses that

interpolate the left and right hand poses controlled at the

end of the bi-arc by the user. Compatible parameterizations

of the initial (grab) and final (current or release) arcs

defined by a mapping between corresponding poses. A

screw motion is defined by each pair of corresponding

poses.

The deformation maps each pose Gs of the grabbed

ribbon into the corresponding pose Ps of the current ribbon

(Fig. 3). A vertex of the model is deformed by one or two

such screw motions, as discussed above for the two-handed

FFD. To establish which screws are to be used and which

decay weight is to be used, points on the bi-arc where the

distance goes through a local minimum are computed. It

can be proven that at most two such points exist. Once

these points are identified, a one-screw or two-screw FFD

is applied to the vertex. Examples of free-formed defor-

mations created by this tool are shown in Fig. 3. Real-time

video recordings of two anatomical editing and sculpturing

sessions are presented [43, 57, 84, 85].

Snapshots of the first generation anatomical editing/

sculpturing hardware and software implementation are

shown in Fig. 2 as applied to the modification of an

intraatrial total cavopulmonary connection (TCPC) anat-

omy. Two magnetic trackers allow 3D anatomical

orientation and interactive deformation of the anatomy

model with high efficiency and comfort. As the surgeon

moves both hands, the arteries deform in real-time to fol-

low the constraints defined by the displacement and

orientation changes in both trackers. Zones of influences of

the magnetic trackers are spherical. Their size can be

adjusted interactively. The chosen shape modification can

be frozen and easily exported to CFD analysis. Transfer of

surface files between the in-house MRI image reconstruc-

tion tools and SURGEM is done via STL or Wavefront

files. The resulting surfaces are then used to generate a grid

for CFD studies. In order to provide the real-time response

needed for the graphical feedback during direct manipu-

lation, vessel material properties are not simulated. Instead,

interactive operations allow the surgeon to quickly design

the desired shapes that may reflect the outcome of a pos-

sible plan for the surgery while taking into account the

Fig. 3 Top left The two-hand

warp for simultaneously deform

a given shape. a Three instances

from a basic two-hand warp

operation. b Vector addition at

the intersecting regions of

influence. Distinct (c) and

intersecting (d) regions of

influence of the left and right

hands. Bottom left the BENDER

tool. Allowing surface

deformations along an

interactive curved ribbon of

influence. Right surface features

created with the BENDER tool
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various spatial, physical, and operational constraints

anticipated during surgery.

To understand the detailed 3D flow fields and evaluate

the hemodynamic performance, patient-specific CFD stud-

ies are performed for the sample configurations that are

virtually modified using SURGEM. Following the virtual

anatomy editing stage, few additional operations are needed

and all anatomies are directly meshed with the same

parameters. Particular emphasis is given to achieve the

same mesh density (finest mesh density) in all models to

enable relative performance comparison. Details of the

CFD analysis are available from earlier publications

[47, 76, 77, 79]. Likewise, the details of magnetic resonance

imaging (MRI) and phase contrast MRI 3D reconstruction

protocols are also presented [12–14, 48, 68, 69, 77].

Quantifying the interactive geometric modifications in

anatomical designs is required to associate the hemody-

namic performance with original geometrical form. We

developed an in-house iterative skelitalization routine where

centerline and normal cross-sectional areas can be computed

along the vessel segments for comparison between template

designs [26, 27]. Automated interaction of these modules is

possible through standardized file formats and will be

implemented in future communications.

3 Selected applications

3.1 Anatomical sculpturing—free-form lumen surface

deformations

The anatomical sculpturing and editing feature of the

interactive surgical design tool is applied to three patient-

specific 3D reconstructions. Several free-formed modifi-

cations are easily generated and sample resulted geometries

are presented in Fig. 4. Unit sculpturing operations simu-

late inclusion of autologous tissue patches to construct

desired size of flares, removal of the connection pouch,

addition of various flares at LPA/RPA and IVC, dilation of

RPA/LPA branch stenosis, modifications on the vessel

confluence and generating alternative caval flow directions

for selective left and right lung perfusion.

As a comparison in our earlier studies, we realized two

of these modifications in the computer using the traditional

commercial CAD software (1) removal severe LPA ste-

nosis due to aortic arch reconstruction [47] and (2)

reorientation of IVC-to-LSVC offset in dual SVC cases

[79]. For the first case, a virtual pulmonary artery (PA)

angioplasty was performed, while, in the second case, the

IVC was shifted towards the center of the connection,

hoping for a better perfusion at the PA segment bounded by

the two SVCs. Modified and original anatomies were run in

CFD and their performances are compared. For both cases,

the virtual modifications brought in significant improve-

ments in lung perfusion, cardiac output and cardiac energy

loss. While both of our earlier anatomy editing operations

were conceptually and geometrically simple (uniform

dilatation and linear IVC translation), realizing these in the

computer medium with the state-of-the art commercial

CAD systems, introduced enormous difficulties. Each of

these modifications required two to three weeks of manual

anatomy editing using a combination of commercial CAD

software. In contrast, several more complex anatomical

modifications performed using SURGEM took only about

10 min and realized routinely, in a single interactive ses-

sion. User times for unit operations and hemodynamic CFD

performance predictions of these modified anatomies are

presented in Table 1.

3.2 Interactive baffle creation and registration

from surgical sketches

Congenital heart defects are surgically repaired through a

series of palliative operations [42]. The final stage surgical

operation involves the connection of IVC vessel to PA

through an end-to-side anastomosis. Either an autologous

partial conduit (intra-atrial) or a uniform diameter PTFE

baffle (extra-cardiac) is used in this connection. Exact

location and size of this conduit is determined at the time

of the open heart surgery and require anatomy specific

customization, trial-and-error. Left to surgeon’s expertise

this approach can extend the cardiopulmonary bypass time

which can cause injury to vital organs (the brain, kidneys,

lungs, and heart)—a problem seen in up to 30% of post-

operative pediatric patients.

Upon requests from the surgeons, new functionality

was introduced to SURGEM, to facilitate the computer

aided construction of uniform diameter IVC baffle, which

can be interactively modified as desired and located in the

3D space, by holding each end of the baffle with one hand

and moving and bending them into the proper shape. The

virtual IVC baffle is a circular cross-section tube whose

spine (central axis) is represented by piecewise circular

curve [56], a space curve made by smoothly joined cir-

cular arcs. Hence, the baffle is composed of smoothly

abutting sections of tori. The user may grab, pull, bend,

and twist the ends of the baffle or any junction between

consecutive arcs. Furthermore, arcs may be split to pro-

vide local editing flexibility (See Sect. 2 for numerical

details).

Three pediatric cardiac surgeons provided their surgical

sketches of the IVC baffle construction for a given Glenn

stage (pre-surgery anatomy) reconstruction. Reconstruction

information that is passed to the surgeons also included the

MRI images of the land mark anatomies such as the IVC,

pulmonary veins, aorta and the heart. These sketches were

1144 Med Biol Eng Comput (2008) 46:1139–1152
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turned into 3D models with SURGEM (Fig. 5), and saved

for future comparative CFD analysis studies. Virtual

anatomy design also enabled the construction of the IVC

baffle in different diameters for the fixed 3D orientation to

assess the fluid dynamic benefit of using larger conduits.

Once the shape and orientation of the interactive baffle is

decided final merging operation is performed manually

using Geomagics [81]. This manual operation requires

approximately 30 min per anatomical design. Samples of

resulting anatomies (total 9) are summarized in Fig. 5.

To determine the user design cycle time for another

anatomy all the surgically relevant morphologies

including exact 3D reconstructions of pulmonary veins,

IVC, heart and aorta are reconstructed from MRI and

exported to SURGEM as separate objects (or layers;

Fig 6). These additional anatomical structures precisely

define the surgical constraints encountered intra-opera-

tively. For this case creation of seven candidate surgical

anatomies took *10 min for an inexperienced user using

SURGEM. Model transparency and color coding of dif-

ferent anatomical layers was sufficient to identify the

overlapping structures and enabled surgical planning

conformal to the given patient specific 3D anatomical

landmarks.

3.3 Pre-surgical patch size estimation

Using SURGEM, any vessel region of the final candidate

anatomy can be interactively marked to identify the sec-

tions requiring surgical patches, suture lines or conduits

and their geometrical properties can be calculated. These

highlighted regions can also be exported as standalone

Fig. 4 Three patient-specific

models (left column) and their

selected free-formed deformed

modifications generated using

the interactive surgical design

tool. Interactive anatomical

changes are pointed by arrows,

which include removal of the

connection pouch, addition of

various flares at LPA/RPA and

IVC, dilation of RPA/LPA

branch stenosis, modifications

on the vessel confluence and

generating alternative caval

flow directions for selective left

and right lung perfusion (last
row)
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surfaces for further specific analysis and development plan

estimation (Fig. 7). For example, during pediatric cardiac

surgeries intra-operative estimation of the size of a Dacron

patch to be sutured requires trial-and-error even for an

experienced surgeon. Pre-surgical development plan of the

patch size calculated with SURGEM and compensated for

vessel deformation will be potentially useful for the sur-

geon at the operating room to reduce cardiopulmonary by-

pass time considerably.

4 Hemodynamic performance and flow structures

Flow streamlines and velocity magnitudes calculated by the

steady CFD simulations of a typical Glenn type pre-surgical

anatomy and its virtual modifications are plotted in Fig. 8

(five candidate models are labeled A–E). Hydrodynamic

power losses for different physiological operating points are

calculated from CFD for each of these candidate designs and

the extend of virtual geometrical modifications quantified by

Table 1 Anatomical design cycle times reported for the common surgical operations encountered in the complex pediatric reconstructive

surgeries

Case Description User Time

Ref. [47] Virtual dilatation of single local LPA stenosis using

conventional CAD tools (Ideas, ProE and Geomagics)

*3 weeks

Ref. [6] IVC vessel cut, translate and merge with the rest of

the anatomy (Ideas, ProE and Geomagics)

*2 weeks

Fig. 4 Anatomical sculpturing; local vessel dilatation, vessel redirection,

flare, pouch design. For single unit design operation. (SURGEM)

\10 s

Fig. 7 Interactive analysis of surgical patch geometric properties (SURGEM) \5 s

Fig. 5 3D IVC reconstructions of surgical sketches provided by

the pediatric cardiac surgeon and merging with the rest

of the anatomy (SURGEM + Geomagics)

*10 min

Fig. 6 Surgical TCPC baffle design for the given surgical constraints;

Aorta and veins. Including merging with the rest of

the anatomy (SURGEM + Geomagics)

*11 min

User times are for relatively inexperienced users and reported for unit anatomical operations and for ‘‘computational mesh generation ready’’

models. Relatively longer times reported for the last two rows is due to the merging operations performed using a general purpose commercial

CAD system. For these cases operations performed in SURGEM took *30 s and *1 min, respectively

Fig. 5 Left IVC baffle

configurations sketched by three

pediatric cardiac surgeons in

sagital and coronal views.

Middle column is the 3D

reconstructions of each design

virtually in the computer by the

surgical planning tool. On the

right, the patient specific

configurations with different

IVC locations and cross-

sectional diameters are

presented. Final merging is

completed using commercial

modeling tools (six out of nine

candidate models are shown)
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the skelitalization tool are reported elsewhere [49]. From

these results it is observed that anatomical modification of

the confluence region, model A, and inclusion of a proximal

flare located upstream of the stenosis at the RPA, model D,

produced minor effects in hydrodynamic power loss values.

However, compared to the original anatomy, flow structures

and flow streamline patterns were significantly different in

the free-form designed flare and confluence. This is due to

the fact that low flow velocities are encountered within the

connection region and relatively uniform flow of the simple

T-shape pathway. On the other hand, progressive dilatation

of the multiple-stenosis located at left and right pulmonary

arteries reduced power losses considerably *86%, as

expected [21, 47].

Free-form anatomical modifications made in the pouch

region of a hemi-Fontan type patient specific anatomy

demonstrated similar results (Fig. 8) (Models G and H).

Even drastic changes created at the pouch and LPA flare

regions have not lead to any significant changes in the

overall power loss values. These studies suggests that while

flaring and connection design is critical for the ‘‘+’’ shaped

final surgical reconstructions [21, 47] (as they change the

vortex interaction in opposing IVC and SVC streams),

these features influence the hydrodynamic power losses

relatively less for second stage TCPC pathways. High

power losses originated at the pulmonary branches are

further augmented by the secondary flows generated due to

turning SVC flow. CFD analysis of the extracardiac anat-

omy presented in Fig. 6d is also performed and plotted in

Fig. 8. Other anatomical configurations created using

SURGEM could be analyzed similarly.

5 Discussion

A state-of-the-art patient specific analysis methodology is

developed integrating all technologies including, PC-MRI

and MRI 3D reconstruction, grid generation, experimental

Fig. 6 A realistic pre-surgical

planning scenario and the

design of three candidate

anastomosis configurations

(b and c intra-atrial, d extra

cardiac baffle, [77]). All critical

surgical constraints are

reconstructed in 3D; heart (h),

aorta (Ao), pulmonary veins (v),

inferior vena cava (ivc) and the

pre-surgical Glenn (lpa, rpa,

svc). Original configuration

with un-deformed baffle (b)

plotted in red color is shown in

(a). Two intra-atrial connections

are created one towards left lung

(c) and the other towards the

SVC, creating zero caval offset

(b). The trackers used for

editing operations are labeled

with t-r and t-l corresponding to

two hands
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validation, CFD analysis and post-processing. Recent

advances in patient-specific analysis protocols allow the

fast hemodynamic performance analysis of a given anat-

omy with fixed morphology routinely, for a hundreds of

models [3]. The missing links that have emerged are sur-

gical planning, 3D reconstruction and morphological

design. This involves creation of alternative anatomies and

manipulation of anatomies that are changing, either by the

user, interactively or during an automated optimization

process of inverse design. Similarly vascular growth and

development involve a complex series of morphological

changes, which can be analyzed and represented robustly

with the presented bio-CAD approach [50]. Models with

anatomical variations are also needed for verification tests

of computational models. For example, in CFD model

verification studies, families of anatomical models are

routinely needed to test the effects of inlet vessel pathway

shape on the patient specific CFD results [43]. Further-

more, registration of a medical device (like an aortic

canulla [48], mechanical valve, assist device [57] or a stent

[86]) with respect to a given complex patient-specific

anatomy is occasionally required for computational mod-

eling. Creation of such alternative morphologies and

complex anatomical design/registration operations could

become considerably more straightforward with the tools

presented in this paper. The proposed tools are expected to

be useful in other biomedical applications that are even

more complex than pediatric cardiac surgeries. These

include mitral valve repair [78] and ventricle reconstruc-

tion surgeries [58] to name a few. Additionally, the strong

dependence of the presented methods on imaging tech-

nology ensures that the efficacy of these methods will only

continue to improve as the technological capabilities of

imaging mediums such as MRI progress.

Fig. 7 The surgical patch is interactively highlighted with red color

using magnetic trackers on the complex anatomy which is then

exported as a standalone lumen surface for further analysis. For this

example suture length and the area of the autologous patch that will

be needed during surgery is calculated

Fig. 8 3D CFD flow fields of candidate free-form deformed

anatomical models. Interactive local modifications made by the user

sequentially and are highlighted with arrows. a New confluence

design; b, c RPA branch modifications; d LPA flare design; e LPA

stenosis dilatation. Colors represent velocity magnitudes (red, high-

and blue colors correspond to low values). g Effects of removing the

Hemi-Fontan pouch; h LPA branch flare design. On the right
streamlines for the extra-cardiac baffle configuration of Fig. 6, Case d
is plotted
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Patient-specific methodologies promise to be of value in

clinical practice and in surgical decision making. However,

their deployment has been hampered by the cost of

designing the 3D models of the modified anatomies. This

cost has been excessive, because traditional CAD models,

which have been used for this task, do not provide support

for specifying the desired anatomical variation of 3D

geometric models of the complexity of a cardiovascular

system. Using SURGEM design cycle times are consider-

ably shorter compared to the earlier reported user

experience as presented in Table 1. The improvements in

the anatomical design cycle are significant and allowed

routine hemodynamic analysis of larger number of candi-

date models.

Our interactions with cardiac surgeons and cardiologists

identified the key technologies that need to be further

developed and integrated in to SURGEM. These future

improvements are prioritized as follows:

(1) Enabling fully automated merging of the created

baffle with the pre-surgery anatomy and clean-up.

(2) Inclusion of vessel wall thickness to the geometrical

models.

(3) Development of specific patch augmentation and

virtual balloon angioplasty tools—an improved local

vessel dilatation tool for virtual repair of stenosed

vessels.

(4) Preparation of a standard graft database which

includes a selection of standard grafts to be used

during the IVC vessel reconstruction.

(5) Additional helpful editing and bookkeeping features:

(a) a local measurement tool of diameters, distances,

areas marked areas of the vessel surface; (b) intro-

ducing vessel labels; (c) selective use of colors and

transparency for identifying different materials; veins,

arteries, grafts; (d) on vessel lumen drawing of

surgical marks for identifying the anastomosis lines;

(e) marking selected regions of the anatomy as

stationary and locking these regions to avoid any

accidental changes (the inlet/outlet surfaces should be

smooth and planar for finite-element analysis. Lock

these regions as stationary to keep their shape

constant); (f) streamlined data export to computa-

tional fluid dynamics analysis.

(6) Automated generation of a family of vessel anatomies

as a function of the single geometric parameter such

as the generator curve arc-length in between the two

given start and end locations to be used in parametric

optimization studies.

(7) As most surgical reconstructions are created on

cardiopulmonary bypass without blood flow, the

geometric shape should be assessed and visualization

in the post-bypass hydrostatic loading condition needs

to be provided. This task requires coupling SURGEM

with the finite element analysis [17]. Currently, it is

implicitly assumed that the surgeon can incorporate

this effect based on his/her experience.

Advanced patient-specific analysis techniques could

potentially be useful in the clinical evaluation of complex

patient hemodynamics. Increases in the efficiency and

robustness associated with this type of analysis will even-

tually enable assessment of the predictive value of CFD

simulation in clinical practice through prospective testing

in large numbers of patients before and after intervention.

Next-generation biological computer aided shape design

tools that are founded on advanced geometry processing

and specifically developed for arbitrary, time-varying,

complex/flexible cardiovascular anatomies enable virtual

cardiovascular surgeries efficiently and provide an alter-

native environment for patient-specific and custom virtual

surgeries. Besides providing quantitative pre-surgery

functional assessment of the intended operation, these tools

may also be useful for surgical training and for innovating

new technologies and techniques for treatment in the

computer medium. Robust complex geometry handling

capability will allow the surgeon, cardiologist or the bio-

medical engineer to interact with the anatomy, propose

changes, quantify them and test their effect.

6 Conclusion

The shape modifications produced during surgical opera-

tions are closer to those a sculptor would envision. To

model their effect, the user must have total control over an

intuitive and powerful human–shape interface. The anat-

omy editing approach presented here is applied to a large

number of patient specific pediatric cardiac anatomies

having complex topologies. On a total of eight different

patient specific anatomies more than 30 new anatomical

designs (or candidate configurations) are created in this

study. This approach is found to be practical for applica-

tions that require hemodynamic exploration and

identification of the specific anatomical features influenc-

ing the performance. User times indicate significant

improvements over the existing traditional CAD systems.

Anatomical design methodology is further integrated to the

patient specific CFD analysis. Virtual surgical prediction

tools that aid the surgical decision making process once

clinically implemented will reduce the CPB time, improve

hemodynamic outcome and eliminate trial-error during

complex cardiac surgeries.
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